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1. This document is a response to an action item AI-53-9-a and AI-53-9-a
  - relevant document(s): WG2 N3422, N3536
  - relevant AI:

AI-53-9 Korea (Republic of) (Prof. Kyongsok Kim)

  To take note of and act upon the following items.

  a. Korea is invited to take note of the feedback in document N3536 and coordinate with

the US national body and the Unicode consortium in addressing the concerns

expressed therein regarding KS X1026-1 standard.

  To take note of and act upon the following items.

  b. With reference to document N3535, Korea (Republic of) is invited to prepare a

contribution identifying the changes needed for 10646 or Unicode or both to remove

any differences in the encoding of Jamos between the two standards by end of 2008.

National bodies and liaison organizations are invited to feedback on that document by

end of Feb 2009.
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2. Korea NB requests that the following text be added right above NOTE 
1 of clause 26.1 as shown below:

    Hangul text can be represented in several different ways in this 
standard. For information exchange, to ensure interoperability, Korean 
Standard KS X 1026-1 (Information Technology - Universal Multiple - 
Octet Coded Character Set(UCS) - Hangul - Part1 Hangul processing 
guide for information interchange) must be followed.
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3. [FYI] 

3.1 Korean Standard "KS X 1026-2 Information Technology - Universal 
Multiple-Octet Coded Character Set(UCS) - Hangul - Part2 : Hangul 
conformance test for information interchange" was published on 
2008-12-13.

3.2 Korean Standard "KS X 1026-1" Information Technology - Universal 
Multiple-Octect Coded Character Set(UCS) - Hangul - Part1 : Hangul 
processing guide for information interchange" was published on 
2007-12-31.  The English version of KS X 1026-1 is available.

* * *


